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Abstract
Recent developments in tiling theory, primarily in the study of anisohedral shapes,
have been the product of exhaustive computer searches through various classes of poly-
gons. I present a brief background of tiling theory and past work, with particular empha-
sis on isohedral numbers, aperiodicity, Heesch numbers, criteria to characterize isohedral
tilings, and various details that have arisen in past computer searches.
I then develop and implement a new “boundary-based” technique, characterizing
shapes as a sequence of characters representing unit length steps taken from a finite lan-
guage of directions, to replace the “area-based” approaches of past work, which treated
the Euclidean plane as a regular lattice of cells manipulated like a bitmap. The new
technique allows me to reproduce and verify past results on polyforms (edge-to-edge as-
semblies of unit squares, regular hexagons, or equilateral triangles) and then generalize
to a new class of shapes dubbed polysnakes, which past approaches could not describe.
My implementation enumerates polyforms using Redelmeier’s recursive generation algo-
rithm, and enumerates polysnakes using a novel approach. The shapes produced by the
enumeration are subjected to tests to either determine their isohedral number or prove
they are non-tiling.
My results include the description of this novel approach to testing tiling properties,
a correction to previous descriptions of the criteria for characterizing isohedral tilings,
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Tiling theory, the study of the ways shapes can fit together to cover the infinite plane, has
begun to receive attention in the past century as a topic worthy of mathematical study
in addition to its ancient place in art and aesthetics. In recent years, some problems in
tiling theory have taken on an experimental direction in response to a lack of progress in
proving the limits of some basic tiling properties. The rapid growth of computing power
has allowed exhaustive searches through parameterized classes of shapes to supplement
the ad hoc intuition of researchers that has produced many shapes of interest in the past.
There are three key problems that experimental approaches have aimed to shed light
on. The first, and the one with which this thesis is primarily concerned, is the problem of
finding shapes with progressively higher isohedral number. Briefly, the isohedral number
of a shape is the smallest possible number of transitivity classes of tiles induced by the
symmetries of any tiling by that shape. In a manner of speaking, it is a measure of the
shape’s minimum tiling complexity. Past experimental results have pushed the highest
known isohedral number from 4 to 10. The second, which serves as a secondary objective
for this thesis, is the problem of finding a single aperiodic shape. A set of shapes is
called aperiodic if it tiles the plane but only admits tilings that are non-periodic, that is,
having no finite region that repeats by translation to cover the entire plane. The smallest
known aperiodic sets are of two shapes, and the question of whether a single aperiodic
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shape can exist is one of the major open problems in tiling theory. The third, which this
thesis addresses only indirectly, is Heesch’s problem: finding shapes with progressively
higher Heesch number. The Heesch number of a shape that does not tile the plane is the
maximum number of layers to which the shape can be completely surrounded by copies
of itself. It can be thought of as a measure of tiling complexity for non-tiling shapes.
These three problems have a variety of potential consequences and applications. The
existence of an aperiodic shape would have implications for the decidability status of
many tiling-related problems. A bound on Heesch numbers would imply a “short-cut”
to proving that a shape tiles the plane simply by exhibiting a large enough number of
surrounding layers, without demonstrating anything about an actual infinite tiling. New
types of tilings provide new tools for geometric styles of art. Sets of aperiodic shapes
have been used in texture synthesis for computer graphics to fill arbitrary areas with
non-repeating arrangements of small fixed building blocks. Properties of planar tilings
have been used in the study of physical phenomena such as crystal structure and the
layout of organic molecules. It is possible that a discovery in tiling theory could imply the
existence of previously-unknown physical structures. At the heart of all three problems
is the way that the local properties of a shape—how it fits together with its immediate
neighbours—can force global properties in an infinite tiling.
There are a number of reasons why my particular approach is interesting. The cor-
rectness of past work that has been undertaken by exhaustive computer search depends
almost entirely on a computer program, which is subject to undetected bugs or hardware
errors during thousands of hours of execution. By providing an independent reimple-
mentation using significantly different techniques, this research reduces the chance of
undetected errors in past results and puts the experimental study of tilings on a more
solid footing. The novel approach to testing tiling properties using boundary words (a
string describing the boundary of a shape as a series of characters from a language of
unit-length steps in fixed directions) opens the door to a generalization into new classes
of shapes, dubbed polysnakes.
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Chapter 2 presents an extensive background on tiling theory, past work, and the prob-
lems of interest. Chapter 3 explains my new approach to the problem, defines boundary
words and polysnakes, and explains how they can be used to test for tiling properties.
Chapter 4 covers the enumeration problems of generating a complete list of shapes from
a parameterized class of shapes, and the implementation of that enumeration. Chapter
5 describes the implementation of the actual tests for tiling properties, and some of the
difficulties and optimizations along the way. The experimental results are summarized in




2.1 Introduction to Tiling Theory
Tiling theory can be most succinctly described as a branch of combinatorial geometry
concerned with the ways shapes can fit together to fill a metric space (for our purposes,
the Euclidean plane) without gaps or overlap. Although tilings hold a central place in art
and ornament dating back thousands of years, the mathematical study of the geometric
properties of tilings has received relatively limited attention, with many fundamental
questions left unsolved. The definitive work on tiling theory is Grünbaum and Shephard’s
Tilings and Patterns [11], which brought together a century of published and unpublished
work into one cohesive presentation. Much of the background material in this chapter,
particularly the first section, is paraphrased from Chapter 1 of Tilings and Patterns, with
the addition of results and concepts that came after its publication.
Our setting is the familiar Euclidean plane. We assume all the usual concepts of
distance, area, angle, and congruence are known to the reader.
Definition: A tiling T is a countable family of closed sets {T1, T2, . . . } such that the
union of T1, T2, . . . is the whole plane, and the interiors of the sets Ti are pairwise disjoint.
The sets T1, T2, . . . are called the tiles of T .
For the purposes at hand this definition is far too general, as it admits many kinds of
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tiles that are not “well behaved” shapes. We will restrict our interest to the case where
each tile is a topological disc, that is, it has a boundary that is a single simple closed
curve. By this we mean a single curve with no crossings or branches whose ends join up
to form a “loop”.
The definition of a tiling ensures that the intersection of any pair of tiles of T con-
taining at least two distinct tiles will have zero area. For the types of tilings we are
concerned with, the intersection with either be empty or consist of a set of isolated points
and arcs. In these cases the points will be called vertices of the tiling and the arcs will be
called edges. A tiling by polygons will be called edge-to-edge if the vertices of the tiling
lie only on vertices of the polygons and not anywhere else along the polygon edges. (In
some contexts, the term edge-to-edge is used to mean that all polygon vertices are tiling
vertices and vice versa, a more restrictive definition. This thesis will exclusively use the
looser definition.)
We say two tilings are equal if there is a similarity transformation of the plane that
maps one of the tilings onto the other. This allows us to disregard variations in scale,
orientation, or position and talk about the tiling in a purely combinatorial sense.
A patch of tiles in a given tiling is a finite collection of tiles of the tiling with the
property that their union is a topological disc.
A tiling T is called monohedral if every tile in T is congruent (directly or reflectively)
to one tile T∗, that is, all the tiles are the same size and shape. The tile T∗ is called
the prototile of T , and we say the prototile T∗ admits the tiling T . This terminology
generalizes to dihedral (a tiling by two distinct shapes), trihedral, . . . , n-hedral. Almost
all of the material in this thesis deals with monohedral tilings by polygons.
To be precise, it should be noted that any figure depicting “a tiling” is of course a
finite region of a tiling with an implied continuation in every direction. Figure 2.1 shows
part of a spiral tiling, which is a monohedral and edge-to-edge tiling by a polygon. Since
each revolution of the spiral is slightly different than the one before it (but according
to a fixed pattern), the process of continuing it out to cover the entire plane is not a
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cut-and-paste operation.
An isometry is any mapping of the Euclidean plane onto itself that preserves distances.
It is a well-known fact of Euclidean geometry that every isometry is one of four types:
1. Rotation about a point O through a given angle Θ. O is called the center of rotation.
The case where Θ = π is sometimes called a halfturn.
2. Translation in a given direction through a given distance.
3. Reflection in a given line L, called the line of reflection.
4. Glide reflection, which combines reflection in a line L with a translation through a
given distance parallel to L.
For an isometry σ and a set S we write σS for the image of S under σ. A symmetry
of S is an isometry σ that maps S onto itself, that is σS = S. The isometry that maps
every point onto itself, called the identity isometry is a symmetry of every set. If rotation
through 2π/n about a point O is a symmetry of a given set, then we call O a center of
n-fold rotational symmetry.
For any set T we denote by S(T ) the set of symmetries of T . This set forms a group
under the operation of composition, and the number of symmetries in S(T ) is the order
of the group.
We extend the definition of symmetry to tilings as follows: we say an isometry σ is
a symmetry of a tiling T if it maps every tile of T onto a tile of T . An informal way of
thinking about this concept (but slightly lacking in mathematical validity) is to imagine
drawing the tiling on an infinite sheet of paper, and then tracing it onto a transparent
sheet. A symmetry corresponds to a rigid motion of the transparent sheet (including the
possibility of turning it over) such that, after the motion, the tracing fits exactly over the
original drawing.
As before, we can speak of the group of symmetries S(T ) for a tiling T . If a tiling
admits any symmetry in addition to the identity symmetry, we call it symmetric. If the
6
Figure 2.1: Part of a Voderberg spiral tiling [11, Section 9.5].
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Figure 2.2: A monohedral, non-periodic,
non-edge-to-edge tiling.
Figure 2.3: A monohedral, non-periodic,
edge-to-edge tiling with rotational symme-
try.
symmetry group contains at least two translations in non-parallel directions then the
tiling will be called periodic, or non-periodic if it does not. The related concept of an
aperiodic set of tiles will be discussed in Section 2.1.2. A tiling can be non-periodic if
it has no symmetries at all, or a family of translational symmetries all parallel to one
direction as in Figure 2.2, or only non-translation symmetries as in Figure 2.3.
Two tiles T1, T2 of a tiling T are said to be equivalent if the symmetry group S(T )
contains a transformation that maps T1 onto T2. The collection of all tiles of T that are
equivalent to T1 is called the transitivity class of T1. If all tiles of T form one transitivity
class, we say T is isohedral. If T is a tiling with precisely k transitivity classes then T is
called k-isohedral. All isohedral and k-isohedral tilings are necessarily periodic. Another
way to think about k-isohedral tilings is that a tile’s relative relationships to its neighbours
are exactly the same for every tile in the same transitivity class. That is, in an isohedral
tiling every tile is surrounded by other tiles in the same way, although the “view from a
tile’s perspective” may be rotated or reflected when compared to another tile’s viewpoint
if the two tiles are rotated or reflected relative to each other.
Figure 2.4 shows an isohedral tiling by rectangles. Any tile is related to any other
tile by a translation that is also a symmetry of the tiling. Figure 2.5 shows a 2-isohedral
tiling by 3x1 rectangles, sometimes called the “cheese sandwich” tiling. The outer two
8
Figure 2.4: An isohedral tiling.
Figure 2.5: A 2-isohedral tiling.
rectangles in each block of three represent slices of bread, with the middle cheese rectangle
between them. The top and bottom slices of bread in one sandwich can be mapped onto
each other by a 180 degree rotation about the sandwich’s center. Bread in one sandwich
can be mapped to bread in another sandwich by a translation and possibly a 90 degree
rotation, and the same for mapping cheese to cheese. All of these transformations can be
accomplished with symmetries of the tiling. However, any attempt to map bread onto
cheese or vice versa will cause part of a sandwich to land on a rotated sandwich, causing
culinary disaster. The bread and cheese therefore form the two separate transitivity
classes and the tiling is 2-isohedral.
A central point of this thesis, which will be expanded upon later, is to classify shapes
according to the types of tilings they admit. A shape is called anisohedral if it admits at
least one tiling but does not admit any isohedral tiling. More generally, a shape is called
k-anisohedral or said to have isohedral number k if it admits a k-isohedral tiling but no
m-isohedral tiling for any m < k. A shape is called aperiodic if it admits at least one
tiling but does not admit any periodic tiling.
For example, the “biting fish” in Figure 2.6 is 2-anisohedral. If we imagine the shape
as a fish having a nose and a mouth, it is evident that the only way they can fit together
is to have one fish biting its neighbour’s nose and that fish biting the first fish’s chin.
Pairs of biting fish can be arranged by translation to tile the plane. Any symmetry of the
tiling can only map nose-biters to nose-biters and chin-biters to chin-biters, so the tiling
is 2-isohedral. Since any tiling must at least have this property, no isohedral tilings by
9
Figure 2.6: A 2-isohedral tiling by a 2-anisohedral shape.
this shape are possible and the shape itself is 2-anisohedral.
The study of monohedral tilings in the plane was at one time thought to be a solved
problem, as they were dismissed in Hilbert’s 18th Problem in favour of a question about
anisohedral tilings in three dimensions. The implicit assumption at the time seems to
have been that all shapes that tiled the plane admitted at least one isohedral tiling. It
was not until 1935 when Heesch exhibited a 2-anisohedral shape [12] (similar to the biting
fish tile) that this assumption was demonstrated to be incorrect. In the next half-century
relatively little progress was made. The reasonably accessible nature of the problem led
to a variety of results going either unpublished or published in popular magazine articles,
making it difficult to identify individual breakthroughs. It is clear that Stein described a
3-anisohedral pentagon in 1985 (Figure 2.7) [28], and by 1993 a number of 4-anisohedral
shapes were known (e.g., Figure 2.8) [4].
The primary source of recent progress is the unpublished work of Joseph Myers [21],
who used a computer program to perform an exhaustive enumeration of various polyforms
(defined in Section 2.2), testing each shape to identify its tiling properties and isohedral
number. The results identified shapes with isohedral numbers 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10, and
provided the inspiration for this work. The current “record holder”, a 10-anisohedral
polyhex, is shown in Figure 2.9. Similar work was carried out by Glenn Rhoads [24], but
with less progress in identifying high isohedral numbers. Both of these past works can be
described as “area-based” approaches; that is, they treat the underlying square, hexagon,
10
Figure 2.7: A 3-isohedral tiling by Stein’s 3-anisohedral pentagon, transitivity classes
indicated by shading [28].
Figure 2.8: A 4-isohedral tiling by a 4-anisohedral polyiamond, transitivity classes indi-
cated by shading [4].
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or triangle lattice as a bitmap and place tiles on the lattice by setting regions of bits after
applying isometries on a cell-by-cell basis to produce different tile aspects.
The study of anisohedral tilings is particularly interesting because new results often
create as many questions as they answer. Myers’ results are full of oddities that are not
easily explained. For example, no 7-anisohedral shapes were found. It could be the case
that there can be no such thing as a 7-anisohedral shape, or that we simply have not
looked at the right class of shapes to find one, or even that the program had a subtle
bug that prevented it from correctly identifying such a shape. The results display a clear
irregularity between isohedral numbers of shapes of odd area and shapes of even area
(that is, shapes composed of an odd or even number of basic polygons, see Section 2.2),
with no obvious explanation. There is no clear trend of isohedral numbers increasing as
the area (and hence the potential complexity of the boundary) increases. Every shape
with high isohedral number seems to be a rare outlier, almost random. The difficulty of
extracting any generalizations from this data motivates the push to get more data in the
hope of unraveling the mystery.
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Figure 2.9: A 10-isohedral tiling by a 10-anisohedral polyhex, one representative of each
transitivity class shaded [21].
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2.1.1 Unbalanced Tilings
A concept closely related to the property of a tile being k-anisohedral is that of a minimal
isohedral repeating unit.
A tiling has a minimal isohedral repeating unit of size k if k is the number of tiles
in the smallest connected patch of the tiling that is itself an isohedral prototile, and
the entire tiling can be partitioned into copies of such a patch that are arranged in an
isohedral tiling.
We may define the concept analogous to a tile being k-anisohedral using the size of the
isohedral repeating unit instead. From an algorithmic perspective, finding the minimal
isohedral repeating unit of a shape is a convenient option for reasons described later in
this section. Indeed, Tilings and Patterns mentions the concept of a minimal isohedral
repeating unit with no explicit distinction made from isohedral number. However, the
two definitions are not equivalent, and a small number of examples have been found that
exhibit the difference.
It is evident that if the tiling is k-isohedral, the size of the minimal isohedral repeating
unit must be greater than or equal to k, for the following reason: If the repeating unit
did not contain a representative from one of the transitivity classes, the images of every
tile in the repeating unit under symmetries of the tiling would cover the plane without
encountering any representative of the missing class, and so the transitivity class would
be empty. However, the converse is not true. There are tiles for which the isohedral
number is strictly less than the size of the minimal isohedral repeating unit for any tiling.
The first known example, shown in Figure 2.10 was discovered by John Berglund [3],
from an examination of Joseph Myers’ tiling data. Transitivity classes are indicated by
shading, and a minimal isohedral repeating unit is outlined in bold.
This shape is 2-anisohedral, but the smallest isohedral repeating unit in this tiling—
the only tiling admitted by this shape—is of size 3. Berglund introduced the term un-
balanced to describe this tile, noting that one of the two transitivity classes was “twice
the size” of the other in the sense that the ratio of tiles in each transitivity class that
14
Figure 2.10: An unbalanced 2-anisohedral 8-hex.
intersect a disc of radius r converges to 2 as r increases. We can make this observation
easier to apply by noting that the transitivity classes have an unequal number of repre-
sentatives in a minimal isohedral repeating unit. We shall call a tiling unbalanced if it
has this property, and call a tile unbalanced if it has isohedral number k and admits only
unbalanced k-isohedral tilings. This property of a tile coincides with having an isohedral
number smaller than the size of the minimal isohedral repeating unit.
Myers undertook a further search through his existing data [20], which revealed a
small number of other k-anisohedral examples for which the only k-isohedral tiling is
unbalanced. Figures 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14 show all of the other currently known
examples.
Intuitively, we can observe that the “problem” with these tiles is that we can find
an isohedral repeating unit of size 3 that has an internal symmetry that maps one tile
onto itself and the other two tiles onto each other, and that symmetry is a symmetry
of the entire tiling. If we allowed an isohedral repeating unit to consist of part of a tile
(with some matching conditions to require the tile to be put back together), we could
identify an isohedral repeating unit of 1.5 tiles. This observation can be applied to each
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Figure 2.11: An unbalanced 2-anisohedral
18-omino.
Figure 2.12: An unbalanced 2-anisohedral
20-omino.
Figure 2.13: An unbalanced 2-anisohedral
20-omino.
Figure 2.14: An unbalanced 2-anisohedral
22-omino.
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of the five known examples by taking one tile from the larger transitivity class and a
suitably-chosen half of one tile from the smaller transitivity class. So far, every known
example has isohedral number 2 and a minimal isohedral repeating unit of size 3. There
is no obvious reason why this situation could not occur for larger isohedral numbers, but
no examples have been identified and no theoretical basis has been found to characterize
shapes that admit only unbalanced tilings.
When implementing a test for tiling properties, finding the minimal isohedral repeat-
ing unit is an attractive option. The procedure is simply to assemble progressively larger
patches of tiles and check if the patch is an isohedral tiler, using other optimizations to
limit the patches tested to only those that can participate in a tiling. The downside is
that the results will disagree with Myers’ previous results, which properly computed the
isohedral number. Fortunately, with such a small list of known unbalanced shapes any
discrepancies can be individually checked.
2.1.2 Aperiodic Tilings
A set of tiles is called aperiodic if the set admits at least one tiling of the plane, but
every such tiling is necessarily non-periodic. No underlying theory has been found to
fully characterize such sets, although many of the examples discovered so far and the
techniques used to prove aperiodicity have certain common features such as Ammann
bars [11, Chapter 10]. The discovery that aperiodicity was possible came as something
of a surprise to researchers, as it has significant implications for the decidability status
of many tiling problems. If every set that admits a tiling admits a periodic tiling, then
there exists an algorithm to decide whether a given input tiles the plane by considering
progressively larger patches of tiles until a translational repeating unit is found or no
patch can be extended any further. The fact that this is not the case was discovered in
the context of Berger’s proof that the decision problem “does a given set of tiles admit a
tiling of the plane” is undecidable [2].
Berger’s first example of an aperiodic set, published in 1966, was an elaborate con-
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Figure 2.15: Robinson’s R1 set of aperiodic tiles.
struction consisting of 20,426 Wang tiles. Wang tiles are a particular restriction of tiling
theory to unit squares with coloured edges that may only be assembled edge-to-edge by
translation (not rotation or reflection) in such a way that adjacent colours match. This
construction was quickly simplified by Berger to require only 104 tiles, and various re-
searchers have since exhibited much smaller sets. As of this writing, the smallest aperiodic
set of Wang tiles appears to be one with 13 tiles published by Karel Culik in 1996 [7].
Of course, we wish to deal with the more general case of tilings by polygons with no
colouring rules and all rotations and reflections allowed. The first known example of an
aperiodic set under these conditions was published by Robinson in 1971 [25]. Robinson’s
paper discusses several variants, but the one most commonly presented is a set of 6 shapes,
reproduced in Figure 2.15.
The next breakthrough came from Roger Penrose in 1974 [22], with the discovery of
an aperiodic set of five shapes that led quickly to the discovery of a related set of size two.
This set of size two, known as the “kite and dart”, are usually presented as quadrilaterals
with coloured corners as in Figure 2.16 subject to the matching conditions that corners
touching each other in a tiling must have the same colour. However, these conditions can
be enforced geometrically by suitably modifying the sides of the quadrilaterals to limit
the ways they can fit together. The sides come in two lengths, in the ratio 1:τ (the golden
ratio), and the interior angles are multiples of π/5.
Through a modification uncovered by the analysis of tilings by the kite and dart,
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Figure 2.16: Penrose’s kite and dart aperiodic set.
Figure 2.17: The aperiodic Penrose rhombs.
another related aperiodic set of size two was discovered. This set, known as the “Penrose
rhombs”, is even simpler (in one sense) as it consists of two quadrilaterals with all sides
the same length and all internal angles multiples of π/5, shown in Figure 2.17 with two
matching conditions: coloured corners such that like colours must coincide and directed
edges such that adjacent arrows must point in the same direction. As with the kite and
dart, these conditions can be enforced by modifying the shape of the sides, for example
as shown in Figure 2.18. Figure 2.19 shows part of a tiling by the Penrose rhombs
constructed according to the matching conditions.
The question of whether there exists a single aperiodic shape remains open. This
question has not even been settled for such restricted cases as convex pentagons. One of
the motivations for this research is that if aperiodic shapes exist, an exhaustive enumera-
tion of various classes of shapes will eventually stumble across an example. The choice of
polysnakes (defined in Section 3.1) is motivated in part by the fact that the outline of any
19
Figure 2.18: Penrose rhombs with geometric matching conditions.
Figure 2.19: Part of a tiling by the Penrose rhombs.
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patch of Penrose rhombs can be encoded (but without matching conditions) as a 5-snake.
This creates the speculative idea that these shapes might be in some way sufficient to
encompass the property of aperiodicity.
2.1.3 Heesch’s Problem
For a shape that does not tile the plane, we define the shape’s Heesch number to be the
maximum number of layers, called coronas, to which the shape can be surrounded by
congruent copies of itself. For a shape that tiles the plane, this number would be infinite.
The precise definition of a corona has varied in past work. The most common defini-
tion is that given a patch of tiles A, a corona is a set of tiles B such that:
• the tiles of B are disjoint from the interiors of the tiles of A
• A ∪B forms a patch (note that a patch must be a topological disc)
• the closure of the complement of A ∪B is disjoint from A.
The coronas of interest are usually minimal in the sense that removing any one tile
from B makes it fail to meet the definition. Some researchers have required only that
the set B be connected and relaxing the requirement that A ∪ B be a topological disc,
which in some cases allows an additional corona to be formed that contains holes. Such a
corona cannot be surrounded a further time, because filling the holes would require tiles
disconnected from the rest of the next corona. I will adopt the former convention.
In my implementation of a general test for non-tiling described in Section 5.2, I use the
term surround to mean something slightly different from the above definition of corona.
Because the boundary word approach is concerned with “covering” each edge along the
boundary, a surround will be like a corona except that the part of the plane not covered
by A ∪B must be disjoint from A except possibly at vertices.
Heesch’s Problem [13] asks for which positive integers does there exist a shape with
that Heesch number. The most common concern is whether there is an upper bound
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Figure 2.21: A tile with Heesch number 1.
on Heesch numbers, but it is also of interest whether there are positive integers below
any such bound that cannot occur as the Heesch number of a shape. It should be noted
that if there is an upper bound on Heesch number, the bound implies an algorithm that
decides the problem of whether a shape tiles the plane in finite time for any case where
tilings must be edge-to-edge or otherwise can be discretized into a finite set of relevant
adjacent pairs: simply explore all possible surrounds until this depth is exceeded.
It is easy to see that there are plenty of shapes with Heesch number 0, that is,
shapes that cannot be surrounded even once by copies of themselves. Perhaps the most
straightforward example is a shape with a concavity that no other part of the shape can
fit into, for example Figure 2.20.
At the time he posed this question, Heesch was only able to present a shape with
Heesch number 1 (Figure 2.21). It requires some work to explore the various first coronas
and verify that none of them can be surrounded by a second corona.
Most subsequent work has explored hexagons or polyhexes with various combinations
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of bumps and notches on their edges. This has uncovered shapes with Heesch numbers 2,
3, 4, and 5, with the current “record-holder” of 5 discovered by Casey Mann (Figure 2.22)
[17].
In a curious way, Heesch numbers are the dual of isohedral numbers. Where the
isohedral number is a measure of increasing complexity of a shape that tiles the plane,
the Heesch number is a measure of increasing complexity of a shape that does not tile
the plane. Both measures have no known upper bound and little formal or even intuitive
justification for why an upper bound should or should not exist. An aperiodic shape,
if such a thing exists, can be informally thought of as being the limit at infinity of the
brute force algorithms for determining both isohedral numbers and Heesch numbers: the
boundary between tiling and non-tiling where the straightforward proof techniques break
down.
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Figure 2.22: A tile with Heesch number 5. (Image courtesy of Casey Mann.)
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2.1.4 Isohedral Tiling Criteria
A key component of the work described later in this thesis is the implementation of an
algorithmic test to determine whether a given shape admits an isohedral tiling or not.
Fortunately, isohedral tilings have been classified in ways that lead to the development
of a set of necessary and sufficient criteria that can be used to test an input shape.
Grünbaum and Shephard [11] classified isohedral tilings into 93 types denoted by
IH1, IH2, . . . , IH93, and proved their list complete. Heesch [14] also gave a system of
classification with only 28 types that predates the IH types, also singling out 9 of those
types as the most general ones from which the rest can be obtained as special cases. IH
types are a refinement of Heesch types, since Heesch was only considering tiles with no
internal symmetries where Grünbaum and Shephard elaborated on each possible internal
symmetry and its effect on the overall properties of each tiling.
Heesch types are characterized by a sequence of symbols indicating a decomposition of
the perimeter of the shape into segments having specific geometric relationships to other
segments or to themselves. The relationships allowed are that of being centrosymmetric
(unchanged by a 180◦ rotation about its own center), being in a pair of segments that are
identical under a translation but have opposite orientations traveling clockwise around
the perimeter, being in a pair of segments that are identical under a glide reflection, and
being an adjacent pair of segments that are identical under a 60◦, 90◦, or 120◦ rotation
about their meeting point.
The criteria implied by Heesch’s 9 most general types, emphasized more recently by
Schattschneider [27], imply a test for isohedral tiling by testing whether the perimeter of a
shape admits a decomposition into 3 to 6 segments with suitable geometric relationships.
The decomposition of the shape implies the geometric relationship between a tile and
all of its immediate neighbours. In an isohedral tiling, this is sufficient to determine the
entire tiling since every tile has the same relative relationship to its neighbours. Any
centrosymmetric segment or pair of related segments indicated in a criterion may be







































































Figure 2.23: The 9 boundary criteria for isohedral tiling.
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The criteria are presented here both as diagrams in Figure 2.23 with edge segments
marked to show their relevant properties and relationships to each other, and in words in
the list below.
1. ABCDEF: A and D related by translation, B, C, E, and F centrosymmetric.
2. ABCDEF: A and D related by translation, B and C centrosymmetric, E and F
related by glide reflection.
3. ABCDEF: A and D related by translation, B and C related by glide reflection, E
and F related by glide reflection.
4. ABCDEF: A and D related by translation, B and E related by translation, C and
F related by translation.
5. ABCDEF: A and D related by translation, B and F related by glide reflection, C
and E related by glide reflection, with the two glide reflections parallel.
6. ABCDEF: A and D related by glide reflection, B and F related by glide reflection,
C and E centrosymmetric, with the two glide reflections perpendicular.
7. ABCDEF: A and B related by 120◦ rotation, C and D related by 120◦ rotation, E
and F related by 120◦ rotation.
8. ABCDE or ABECD: A and B related by 60◦ rotation, C and D related by 120◦
rotation, E centrosymmetric.
9. ABCDE: A and B related by 90◦ rotation, C and D related by 90◦ rotation, E
centrosymmetric.
Criterion 1 is the well-known Conway Criterion [26], often singled out both for its
simplicity and for the curious fact that (empirically) it seems to identify a large fraction
of polyforms that tile the plane.
Heesch proved that this is a necessary set of criteria—any shape that admits an isohe-
dral tiling will satisfy one (or more, in a few degenerate cases) of these criteria. Grünbaum
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Figure 2.24: A non-tiling polyomino that passes the weakened version of criterion 5.
and Shephard likewise proved that their list of IH types is a complete classification of all
isohedral tilings. However, previous descriptions of these criteria lacked the additional
constraints in criteria 5 and 6 on how the two glide reflections must be related.
During the testing of my implementation of a test for isohedral tiling, I identified
counter-examples that prove that the weaker versions of criteria 5 and 6 are not sufficient.
These examples, shown in Figure 2.24 and Figure 2.25, are shapes that do not tile the
plane, but admit a decomposition under one of the weakened criteria. It is not clear
whether Heesch was aware of this constraint, as the focus of his system of classification
was to give necessary criteria and he may not have considered sufficiency.
With the additional constraints, the experimental results of my isohedral tiling test
implementation agreed completely with the results of past work, which did not rely on
these criteria at all. However, I have not proved that these modified criteria, or indeed
any of the other seven, are sufficient.
Previous descriptions have also been lax in emphasizing that Criterion 8, unlike the
other criteria, comes in two enantiomorphic versions (unequal versions produced by a
reflection).
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Figure 2.25: A non-tiling polyomino that passes the weakened version of criterion 6.
2.2 Polyforms
A polyform is a shape constructed by joining copies of a basic polygon together in a
connected edge-to-edge configuration. The specific types of polyforms we will consider
have their own names: the polyomino (squares), polyhex (regular hexagons), and polyia-
mond (equilateral triangles), as shown in the examples in Figure 2.26. Using a computer
program to search through various polygons looking for ones with interesting tiling prop-
erties requires some sort of search strategy, and polyforms are a useful class of shapes
to enumerate as they are characterized by an integer area, with only finitely many poly-
forms of each area (exponentially increasing as area increases). This provides a natural
way to expand the search space to very large numbers of polygons. Polyforms also have
unit-length edges, which will become a useful property later on.
For consistency with most previous work, we allow polyforms to have internal holes.
Since our definition of tiling does not allow any shape with an internal hole to tile the
plane, such polyforms can be identified and discarded before applying any other tests of
tiling properties. Polyforms are characterized by their area, expressed as the number of
basic polygons of which they are composed.
To restrict interest to the combinatorial aspects of a polyform and disregard both scale
and the infinity of possible orientations, we think of polyforms as being subsets taken from
the regular tiling by the basic polygon. We further distinguish between fixed polyforms,
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Figure 2.26: Sample polyomino, polyhex, and polyiamond.
which are unique up to translation only, one-sided polyforms, which are unique up to
translation and rotation, and free polyforms, which are unique up to translation, rotation,
and reflection. That is, two distinct rotated versions of the same shape are considered to
be the same free polyform but two different fixed polyforms. The enumeration of these
classes for a fixed area or perimeter is a difficult problem that has no known closed-form
solution except for restricted cases.
Polyominoes have a long history in recreational mathematics, going back to the nat-
ural development of polyomino puzzles arising from games like chess and Go. The term
polyomino itself was coined by Solomon Golomb [10], and popularized by Martin Gard-
ner’s columns in the magazine Scientific American [9]. Most of the study of polyominoes
deals with the enumeration problems, tiling a finite (often rectangular) region, or tiling
the plane.
2.2.1 Sufficiency of Edge-to-Edge Tiling
When testing the tiling properties of a polyform, my implementation will only consider
edge-to-edge tilings. This is a decision that requires some justification of why relevant
tiling properties will not be overlooked. The past work of Myers [21] and Rhoads [24]
also makes this implicit assumption, without justification. It is intuitively tempting to
believe that this is a non-issue, but intuition with regard to tiling theory has been suspect
before.
For one class of polyforms, at least, this is trivially a non-issue:
Proposition 2.2.1.1. Every tiling by a polyhex is edge-to-edge.
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?
Figure 2.27: Proof that all tilings by polyhexes are edge-to-edge.
Proof. Since a polyhex is a subset of the regular hexagonal lattice, the interior angle at
any vertex is either 120◦ or 240◦. If a tiling vertex occurs in the middle of a hexagon edge,
the angles around that vertex must be 120◦, 180◦ and something to fill the remaining
60◦ as shown in Figure 2.27, which is impossible. Therefore every tiling vertex coincides
exclusively with polygon vertices and the tiling is edge-to-edge.
For the remaining kinds of polyforms, I am only able to state the desired result as a
conjecture and sketch the steps that justify the intuition that the conjecture ought to be
true. The key property of polyforms in this situation is that they are polygons composed
entirely of unit-length edges. This will also apply to polysnakes when they are defined
in Section 3.1. Since I will not be computing Heesch numbers, and aperiodicity would
require a proof by hand anyway, the main concern is that isohedral numbers are being
correctly determined.
Conjecture (Sufficiency of edge-to-edge tiling) 2.2.1.2. If a polygon with unit
length edges admits a non-edge-to-edge m-isohedral tiling, then it admits a k-isohedral
edge-to-edge tiling for some k ≤ m. That is, it is not the case that considering only edge-
to-edge tilings will assert that a shape is k-anisohedral when there is a non-edge-to-edge
tiling with fewer transitivity classes.
Definition 2.2.1.3. A faultline of a tiling T is a line in the plane that does not intersect
the interior of any tile of T and every tiling vertex along the line lies in the interior of
some polygon edge.





Figure 2.28: Proof of faultline existence.
Proof. Since the tiling is not edge-to-edge, it contains a tiling vertex v that lies in the
interior of some polygon edge e, as shown in Figure 2.28. Since all edges are unit-length
v divides e into a segment of length q and a segment of length 1− q for some 0 < q < 1.
v must be the meeting point of two edges colinear with e. One of those edges has an
overlap with e of length q, and the other 1−q. Then these edges have remaining segments
of length 1 − q and q that must be covered by some other polygon edges, but since all
edges have unit length, covering those segments will produce new segments of length q
and 1− q that need to be covered. This process repeats forever in both directions along
the line that is the extension of e. Therefore, every tiling vertex along this line must lie
in the interior of some polygon edge, and the line can never cross into the interior of a
tile. This satisfies the definition of a faultline.
Proposition 2.2.1.5. If a non-edge-to-edge tiling by a polygon with unit length edges
contains more than one faultline, all faultlines are parallel to each other.
Proof. Suppose two faultlines are not parallel to each other. Then their intersection point
is a place where two non-parallel lines, neither of which intersect the interior of any tile,
meet. This ensures that no polygon edge can cross the intersection point, or one of the
faultlines would intersect the interior of the tiles on either side of the edge. Therefore the
intersection point does not lie in the interior of any polygon edge, and multiple tiles must
meet at the intersection point so it is also a tiling vertex. This contradicts the definition
of a faultline.
Proposition 2.2.1.6. A non-edge-to-edge tiling by a polygon can be transformed into an
edge-to-edge tiling by “mending” each faultline.
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Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.2.1.4 implies the obvious method of removing a faultline
from a tiling: translate the two parts of the tiling separated by the faultline relative to
each other by distance q to make all of the tiling vertices along the faultline coincide
with polygon vertices. Proposition 2.2.1.5 ensures that this process can be carried out
on every faultline independently. Therefore, all faultlines may be systematically removed
from the tiling until it becomes edge-to-edge.
This at least ensures that any polyform that tiles the plane admits an edge-to-edge
tiling. By extending the faultline definition to make sense in a patch of tiles, it is evident
that any patch of tiles can be converted to an edge-to-edge patch of tiles; therefore if a
polyform can be surrounded k times by itself, it can be so surrounded in an edge-to-edge
way. As the process of mending a faultline may expose a vertex of the previous corona,
this does not guarantee that Heesch number is preserved.
The natural route to proving the conjecture would seem to be proving that given an
m-isohedral non-edge-to-edge tiling, transforming it to an edge-to-edge tiling as described
in Proposition 2.2.1.6 does not increase the number of transitivity classes. Since all m-
isohedral tilings are periodic, this situation implies the existence of an infinite family of
parallel faultlines, with a finite number of possible perpendicular distances between them
and a finite number of values of q. Therefore the tiling consists of a collection of “strips”,
which the mending process will translate relative to each other in a consistent way.
The presence of faultlines also heavily constrains the possible symmetries in the tiling.
The only possible rotation is a halfturn, since it must map lines to parallel lines. Likewise,
the only possible reflections are across axes either parallel to or perpendicular to the
faultlines. Given these constraints, it may be possible to prove that if tiles t1 and t2 were
in the same transitivity class in the non-edge-to-edge tiling, they must be in the same




The study of tilings by a single polygon has several major open problems:
• What isohedral numbers are possible?
• Is there an aperiodic shape?
• What Heesch numbers are possible?
Most recent progress on these questions, particularly the advancement of the highest
known isohedral number to 10 and the highest known Heesch number to 5, has been the
result of computer programs searching through various classes of polygons and identifying
any with relevant properties. This thesis will continue in this direction by reimplementing
the work of Myers [21] to provide some confirmation of his experimental results, and
extend the search to a new class of shapes. The primary objective is to continue the
search for higher isohedral numbers, with the additional hope that the search might
stumble across an aperiodic shape. My work will not directly determine Heesch numbers,
although it could in principle uncover shapes of interest for that search.
The past work of both Myers and Rhoads [24] can be described as “area-based” in
the sense that their implementations represented the plane as a lattice of cells, treating a
shape as a set of connected cells and applying bitmap operations to manipulate, transform,
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and arrange shapes. This approach is suited to handling polyforms. However, the space
of polyforms has in a manner of speaking been “mined out”, as the number of polyforms
for a given area (number of cells) grows exponentially with the area, making it difficult
to extend the search much farther than Myers’ program has already gone.
My implementation instead takes a “boundary-based” approach, describing a shape
by a sequence of characters that represent steps along its boundary. This approach can
represent polyforms to reproduce the existing results, and also can be generalized to
represent a new class of shapes that I call polysnakes.
The implementation consists of two major parts: an enumeration step to produce
shapes, and a set of tests to determine their tiling properties. The tests determine whether
a shape can tile by translation, tile by the Conway Criterion, tile isohedrally, tile k-
isohedrally for some k ≥ 2, or not tile at all.
The remainder of this chapter describes the concepts of boundary words that are
unique to my approach, and defines polysnakes. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the algorithms
and implementation details of the two major parts of the program.
3.1 Boundary Words
The boundary of a polyform consists of a sequence of unit-length steps chosen from a fixed
set of directions. We can observe that all of the tiling properties of the shape are implicitly
contained in the sequence of directions, since the sequence uniquely determines the shape.
We can express the set of directions as an alphabet that we call the boundary language
and write the boundary as a string over that alphabet, which we call the boundary word.
In the polyomino case, the characters correspond to north, east, south, and west. Each
direction is oriented, so there is a negation operator on the alphabet. Since the negation
operator is its own inverse, the boundary language alphabet must have an even number
of characters.












Figure 3.1: Polyform boundary language directions.
Figure 3.2: A 6-hex with boundary word 050501232321210123454545.
0, 1, 2, . . . , N−1, where N is the number of directions (4 for polyominoes, 6 for polyhexes
and polyiamonds). Each direction is obtained by a rotation by 2π/N of the previous
direction. Figure 3.1 shows the directions of the boundary language used by my im-
plementation. The polyhex in Figure 3.2, described clockwise starting from the marked
vertex, is represented by the boundary word 050501232321210123454545.
In this scheme, we can negate a character k by the operation k → (k+(N/2)) mod N ,
rotate it clockwise by 2π/N by the operation k → (k+1) mod N , and reflect it across the
axis parallel to the 0 direction by k → (N − k) mod N . Negation will be denoted by k,
with string negation being the composition of string reversal and per-character negation.
It should be noted that a string in this alphabet representing a closed shape is a
circular word, having no inherent starting point. It does however have an inherent ori-
entation. For the purposes of consistency, we write all words in the clockwise direction.
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Figure 3.3: A 5-snake with boundary word 004125866.
The reflection operator described above reverses this direction as a side effect. We can
reverse the direction explicitly by applying string negation as described above.
As the following sections will show, we can implement tests for tiling properties as
if they were problems in formal languages. This creates an interesting opportunity to
generalize the boundary language: if N = 4 describes the polyominoes and N = 6 de-
scribes polyiamonds and polyhexes (the latter are described by N = 6 with the restriction
that consecutive characters must differ by ±1 mod N), what can we describe by N = 8,
N = 10, etc.?
We define an k-snake, or polysnake in general, to be a string over the language
0, 1, 2, . . . , 2k − 1, where the characters represent unit steps parallel to the edges of a
regular 2k-gon, such that the string represents a self-avoiding polygon. That is, the
string represents a series of steps forming a closed loop from an origin point that does
not intersect with itself except where the last step returns to the origin. The negation,
rotation, and reflection operations already described are all valid for polysnakes using
values of k ≥ 2. Polysnakes are characterized by their length (perimeter), unlike the
usual characterization of polyforms by their area. An example of a 5-snake of perime-
ter 9, represented as 004125866 going clockwise from the marked vertex and using the
generalized language with 0 being a unit step to the right, is shown in Figure 3.3.
There is a body of literature on self-avoiding polygons [16]; however, the usual defi-
nition of a self-avoiding polygon is a closed self-avoiding walk on the integer lattice. A
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variety of combinatorial properties of these objects have been studied, but none of that
material seems to be relevant to my use of polysnakes.
3.2 Boundary-Based Tiling Criteria
The isohedral tiling criteria of Section 2.1.4 can be translated into a problem of finding a
decomposition of a circular string into substrings with appropriate properties. We need
only describe how centrosymmetric, translated, glide reflected, and rotated segments can
be recognized.
Centrosymmetric segments are palindromes.
Translational pairs of segments are strings that are each others’ negation.
Glide reflected pairs of segments are strings that are related by applying the generic
reflection (across the 0 direction) to one string and then adding a constant modulo
2k to each character. The rotation constant determines which axis of reflection the
final transformation corresponds to.
Rotational pairs of segments are strings that meet at a common endpoint and are
related by reversing one of the strings and adding a constant modulo 2k to each
character. The constant depends on the angle of rotation in question, and not every
boundary language allows every direction.
The identification of a substring or pair of substrings as having one of these properties
corresponds to a way of laying down two neighbouring tiles. The length of the substring
corresponds to the number of edges that match up along the intersection point. If the
substring identified is not maximal, then the corresponding geometric interpretation will
have edges touching each other that are not accounted for in the boundary word inter-
pretation. For centrosymmetric and rotational segments, this means being maximal with
respect to a fixed center location; for translational and glide reflected pairs, maximal with
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respect to a fixed pair of locations that align with each other. This observation is useful
in cutting down the number of substrings that must be considered. However, the fact
that the 9 isohedral criteria each define a legal way of surrounding a tile with copies of





4.1 Enumeration of Polyforms
The definitive algorithm for enumerating fixed polyforms in a way that explicitly pro-
duces each shape is known as Redelmeier’s algorithm from its original development by
D. H. Redelmeier in 1981 [23]. Various details have been added by other authors [19, 18]
over the years, so I will present the algorithm and its implementation details in their
entirety. The pure enumeration problem of counting fixed polyforms by area has been
considerably advanced in recent years by Jensen’s method [15]; however, this approach
obtains its exponential speedups specifically by not producing each shape, making it un-
suited for the problem at hand where we want to inspect each shape to determine its
tiling properties. Redelmeier’s algorithm was initially presented for polyominoes, but is
trivially generalizable to polyhexes and polyiamonds, or in principle it could be used on
any undirected graph with suitable caveats about the meaning of what it produces. In
the interests of brevity, my presentation will deal with the algorithm on polyominoes,
with minor notes where modifications are required for other shapes.
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Figure 4.1: Lattice cell legend.
4.2 Redelmeier’s Algorithm
The basic approach of Redelmeier’s algorithm is recursive generation of polyforms of size
k + 1 by adding a single cell to each polyform of size k in each possible position. Most
of the details are concerned with ensuring that each distinct polyform is only produced
once.
The principal data structure is a conceptually infinite two-dimensional array of lattice
cells. As the primary operation on a cell is inspecting its neighbours in no particular order,
each cell has pointers to its four neighbours. Each cell has a status field that can encode
the values FREE, OCCUPIED, UNTRIED, BLOCKED, and REACHABLE. The cells
are initialized to FREE. At any given time, the cells marked OCCUPIED represent the
current polyomino. Generating polyominoes lends itself naturally to a recursive approach,
since all k-ominoes can be generated by adjoining one new cell in each possible position
to each (k− 1)-omino. The base case is simply the 1-omino. Note that there are actually
two fixed 1-iamonds, as the triangle lattice has two types of triangles that are 180 degree
rotations of each other. As a simple optimization, we maintain a list of cells that are
adjacent to OCCUPIED cells and mark such cells as UNTRIED. When a cell is set to
OCCUPIED, we need only update the list by removing the newly OCCUPIED cell and
adding any of its neighbours that were previously FREE and are now UNTRIED. This
removes the need to exhaustively scan the lattice to find cells that are candidates to
become OCCUPIED at each recursive call.
The naive approach is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 redelmeier-naive( lattice, untriedList, depth )
if depth == number of cells in completed polyomino then
output completed polyomino
else
for each cell c in untriedList do
set c to OCCUPIED in lattice
newUntriedList = EMPTY
for each FREE cell d adjacent to cell c do
set d to UNTRIED
add d to newUntriedList
end for
redelmeier-naive( lattice, (untriedList− c) ∪ newUntriedList, depth + 1 )
set c to UNTRIED in lattice
for each cell d in newUntriedList do




Figure 4.2: Failure of uniqueness under translation.
As stated so far, this approach will produce many copies of each fixed polyomino.
There are two sources of redundancy to be removed.
The first is translational invariance; that is, we must avoid producing two copies of
the same shape that differ only in their position in the lattice. For example, if we number
the cells by the order in which they became occupied, we could produce this 3-omino in
at least the three ways shown in Figure 4.2.
We avoid this by marking all cells on rows below the origin (the location of the starting
1-omino) and all cells directly to the left of the origin as BLOCKED, excluding them from
ever becoming OCCUPIED. This forces any polyomino into a canonical position on the
lattice, with the leftmost occupied cell on the bottom row always located at the origin as
shown in Figure 4.3.
The second source of redundancy is producing the same shape by adding cells in two
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Figure 4.3: Addition of BLOCKED cells.
Figure 4.4: Multiple orders of generation.
or more different orders. For example, the square 4-omino can be produced in the various
possible orders in Figure 4.4.
If we consider the structure of recursive calls during the algorithm as a tree with each
node having a polyomino of size equal to its distance from the root plus one, our goal is to
ensure that no two nodes are associated with the same polyomino. If we can ensure that
for any node, the subtrees rooted at any two of the node’s children have no polyomino in
common, then applying that property recursively will produce the desired result.
This can be accomplished by a simple modification. After finishing the recursive
call with cell c OCCUPIED, set c to the REACHABLE state, which will prevent it from
becoming OCCUPIED on any of the remaining recursive calls from the current level. Once
the untried list is exhausted, undo the change to REACHABLE. Then if the untried list
consists of c1, c2, . . . , cn, the ith recursive subtree created when ci is set to OCCUPIED
will differ from the contents of all other subtrees at this level because:
• for all 1 ≤ j < i, everything in the jth subtree has cj OCCUPIED, but no descendant
of the ith recursive call will ever have cj OCCUPIED
• for all i < j ≤ n, every descendant of the ith recursive call has ci OCCUPIED, but
nothing in the jth subtree will ever have ci OCCUPIED
Figure 4.5 illustrates the recursive tree showing generation of all fixed 3-ominoes and
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Figure 4.5: Finished algorithm execution up to 3-ominoes, and the 2x2 4-omino.
the only path in the tree leading to the 2×2 square polyomino. Recursive calls from each
node are ordered in sequence from left to right.
Pseudocode for the completed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
4.2.1 Implementation
The dominating feature of Redelmeier’s algorithm is the large number of recursive calls.
As the amount of work done at each node is relatively small, the overhead of making the
calls is significant. Deep-copying the lattice data structures at every call would be a huge
expense, hence the extra manipulations to put the lattice back to its previous state before
returning. Taking advantage of the fixed recursive stack depth to convert the algorithm to
an iterative implementation with static data structures, despite some extra bookkeeping,
sped up the execution time of the enumeration process by approximately a factor of two.
The untried list has some interesting properties that allow the implementation to pass
modified versions of the list without copying. We can conservatively allocate a contiguous
array large enough to hold every cell in the lattice, which will always be sufficient to hold
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Algorithm 2 redelmeier( lattice, untriedList, depth )
if depth == number of cells in completed polyomino then
output completed polyomino
else
for i = 1 to length of untriedList do
c = untriedList[i]
set c to OCCUPIED in lattice
newUntriedList = EMPTY
for each FREE cell d adjacent to cell c do
set d to UNTRIED
add d to newUntriedList
end for
childUntriedList = untriedList[i + 1 . . . end] ∪ newUntriedList
redelmeier( lattice, childUntriedList, depth + 1 )
set c to REACHABLE in lattice
for each cell d in newUntriedList do
set d to FREE
end for
end for
for each cell c in untriedList do
set c to UNTRIED
end for
end if
the entire untried list. At any level, the untried list being passed to a child consists of
part of the tail end of the current untried list plus zero or more elements appended onto
that list. By maintaining the list purely as a start and end index into this large array, we
can append to the list by writing past the end index and pass a subarray by manipulating
the indicies passed to the child call.
4.3 Parallelization
Redelmeier’s algorithm can be easily parallelized with negligible overhead by observing
that if we choose a level in the tree, any subtree rooted at that level is completely inde-
pendent of any other subtree rooted at that level. Therefore, we can produce any number
of independent subjobs simply by picking a level with a large enough number of nodes and
farming out one or several of those nodes to each job. The only coordination required is
adding up the totals at the end. Since the enumeration follows a fixed order the subjobs
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can simply be given a list of numbers (k1, k2, . . . , kn), run their own enumeration of the
entire tree above the chosen level, and only explore the descendants of the kst1 , k
nd
2 , . . . , k
th
n
nodes encountered in sequence at that level.
4.4 Conversion to Boundary Word Representation
Given a shape on the lattice, we convert it to a boundary word by starting at the origin
cell, which is guaranteed to be on the boundary as it borders on a BLOCKED cell, and
walk around the edge building the string one character at a time. This representation
will not capture any holes in the interior of the shape.
4.5 Canonicalization
At this stage we have the boundary word representation of a fixed polyform, possibly
with internal holes being ignored. As the enumeration will produce one copy of a shape
for each of its asymmetric rotated or reflected orientations, we need to discard all but
one copy to consider each free polyform only once. In some applications it might be
acceptable to keep the extra copies and divide out the redundancy in the results, but
since we expect the tiling tests to be the bottleneck it is preferable to only test a shape
once. The simplest solution is to define a canonical form for boundary words, and ensure
that exactly one copy will be identified as canonical.
The first step is to canonicalize an individual boundary word, since it has no fixed
starting point. This is a classic problem in formal language theory, and both the usual
solution—select the starting point that produces a string lexicographically less than or
equal to any other starting point—and algorithms for computing it are well known [5].
My implementation only uses the brute force quadratic time approach to find the lexico-
graphically least starting point, as the input lengths involved are relatively short.
Next, we can observe that if we apply every possible rotation and every possible
reflection and canonicalize each resulting boundary word, we produce every possible fixed
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version of the shape. If the shape has symmetries, some of these will be identical, but
then they will only be produced once, since Redelmeier’s algorithm ensures that each
fixed polyform is only produced once. Therefore, we can select the lexicographically least
aspect as the canonical form. To test whether the current shape is in canonical form, we
simply apply rotations and reflections and look for a resulting boundary word in canonical
form that is lexicographically strictly less than the current shape’s boundary word.
This approach will not quite produce the correct list of free polyforms, because sym-
metries involving internal holes will be missed. Once the shapes with holes are identified
and discarded, the resulting list of free polyforms without holes will be correct.
4.6 Hole Detection
By our definition of tiling, no shape with an interior hole (i.e., whose boundary is not a
single closed curve) can ever tile the plane. Therefore, we need to detect and discard any
polyform containing a hole. This is accomplished by a straightforward flood fill on the
lattice starting from outside the shape and filling any cell that is not OCCUPIED. The
implementation of Redelmeier’s algorithm maintains a bounding rectangle for the current
shape to limit the region of the lattice that needs to be flood filled. If the number of cells
marked by the flood fill is a, the number of cells within the bounding rectangle is b, and
the size of the polyform is c cells, then the shape contains a hole if and only if a < b− c.
Because the bounding rectangle is changing during recursive generation and holes that
exist partway through the recursion tree might be filled in some of their descendants, it
is most practical just to do this step at the leaves (finished shapes).
4.7 Enumeration of Polysnakes
Producing polysnakes requires a significantly different approach than producing poly-
forms. The idea of recursively generating polysnakes from shorter completed polysnakes
is not useful, as a completed polysnake already forms a closed loop. The boundary word
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inherently describes a shape without internal holes as long as it does not intersect itself,
so the hole detection step is replaced by the process of avoiding self-intersection. As the
corners of a polysnake do not necessarily lie on a discrete grid, some floating-point math
will be necessary to determine their relative locations.
The basic approach to enumerating polysnakes with a given perimeter is to begin at
the origin in the plane and recursively concatenate each possible character to the end of
the current string. To determine if a character can be legally added to the current string,
we must check that the new edge does not touch or intersect any existing edge or vertex
(note that the negation of the preceeding character is always invalid as a next character),
and that the final edge returns to the origin. We can also quickly check that the distance
from the resulting new vertex to the origin is not greater than the number of unit-length
edges still to be added, to avoid partial strings that cannot return to the origin. The
resulting boundary must be wound clockwise; counterclockwise boundaries are detected
by a signed area check and discarded.
We define a canonical form for polysnakes in exactly the same way as we did for hole-
free polyforms in Section 4.5, with the additional complication that this enumeration
algorithm will produce k copies of a fixed polysnake of length k—one for each starting
point. With a small modification the enumeration can be made to only produce one
copy of each fixed polysnake; specifically, the lexicographically least starting point. Each
recursive call takes a parameter q ≥ 0, indicating the length of the longest suffix of
the current word that is equal to a prefix of the current word. The next character
cannot be lexicographically less than the q + 1st character, or the new suffix would be
lexicographically less than the entire word. The value of q passed to descendent calls is
q + 1 if the new character was equal to the q + 1st character, and 0 otherwise.
With only one copy of each fixed polysnake being generated, we can apply the same
canonicity test as we did for polyforms to discard all but one copy of each free polysnake:
generate all rotated and reflected aspects of the current shape, and discard the current




Given a boundary word as output from the enumeration described in the previous chapter,
my program proceeds to determine some of its tiling properties. The first step is to apply
the criteria from Section 2.1.4 to determine whether the shape tiles isohedrally. To
produce results that can be directly compared to past work, I separately report whether
the shape tiles by translation (Criterion 4), tiles by the Conway Criterion (Criterion 1),
or tiles by one of the other seven criteria.
If the shape is not an isohedral tiler then it must either not tile the plane, or be
an anisohedral tiler, or be aperiodic. To determine which of these is the case, I begin
exploring the ways in which the shape can be surrounded by copies of itself to a depth
of one layer, then two layers, and so on. The data from these “surrounds” is used to
produce all connected hole-free patches of m tiles that could potentially participate in
a tiling, first for m = 2, then m = 3, and so on. If the shape is k-anisohedral and not
unbalanced, then at least one patch of k tiles will pass the isohedral tiling test (used
here as a subroutine) and no patch of m tiles will pass the test for any m < k. If the
shape is unbalanced, this approach will incorrectly report it as having a higher isohedral
number than it actually has. If at some point it is determined that the shape cannot be
surrounded to some number of layers, it is reported as a non-tiler.
In the unlikely event that the program stumbles across an aperiodic shape, it will
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not find any patch of tiles that passes the isohedral tiling test and not find any limit on
the depth to which the shape can be surrounded by copies of itself. Since the program
operates in finite time and space, it will stop at some built-in limit and report the shape’s
properties as “unknown” for investigation by hand.
5.1 Isohedral Tiling
My initial implementation of tests to determine if a boundary word represents an isohedral
tiler began with the discovery that the case of testing polyomino boundary words for
tiling by translation has a number of existing published algorithms. The study of this
case began with a paper by Beauquier and Nivat in 1991 [1], which explicitly articulated
and proved the case of Criterion 4 from Section 2.1.4 on polyomino boundary words. In
2003, Gambini and Vuillon [8] presented an algorithm to test this condition in O(n2)
time, where n is the boundary length, improving on the naive O(n4) approach. This
was improved by Brlek and Provençal in 2006 [6] to an O(n) time algorithm by a more
complex approach.
Rhoads [24] has also implemented a boundary-based test for the Conway Criterion
(Criterion 1), but it appears my program is the first time the other seven criteria have
been explicitly implemented. Previous work has relied on building up to a patch that tiles
by translation, and then analyzing the resulting symmetries to determine the isohedral
number.
As a first step, I implemented the quadratic-time algorithm of Gambini and Vuillon
for Criterion 4. It is not obvious that the linear-time algorithm would actually be faster
on the relatively small input lengths under consideration, or that any speedup would be
worth the difficulty of implementing a more sophisticated algorithm. In any case, this
algorithm was eventually replaced in favour of a different approach as described later in
this section.
The design of Gambini and Vuillon’s algorithm provided the template for testing the
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other eight criteria, so it is useful to give a high-level overview. We can observe that if the
input passes Criterion 4, every character in the string is part of some translational pair.
Therefore, we can start with the first character in the input string (since the string is
circular, this is effectively arbitrary) and look for all occurrences of its negation. For each
such occurrence, we extend the translational pair in each direction until it is maximal.
Note that since the correspondance under translation is negation and string reversal,
the two components extend in opposite directions. Geometrically, this corresponds to
aligning the two chosen edges and determining how much of the boundary lines up on
each side.
Any maximal translational pair found in this manner fixes two components of a po-
tential decomposition, leaving two substrings to be tested to see if they fit the remaining
pieces of the criterion. In this case neither substring can be empty, because otherwise the
boundary word would contain a substring aa for some character a, which is impossible if
the boundary word describes a simple polygon. If we call these two substrings X and Y ,
we need to test for the cases where X = Y or X = A ·B and Y = A ·B for some strings
A and B. We can note as a first check that in both cases |X| = |Y |, and quickly reject
any strings with |X| 6= |Y |. Then we can test for X = Y in the straightforward way, and
test the second case using the observation that there exist A and B with X = A ·B and
Y = A ·B if and only if X = B ·A is a substring of Y ·Y = A ·B ·A ·B, a simple pattern
matching problem.
To summarize the approach, we select a part of the decomposition that must exist
and identify each possible pair of substrings that fit that part. For each possible case
making up the remaining parts of the decomposition, we check if the remaining substrings
fit those parts. That is, this is a purely top-down approach. For many of the criteria,
the possibility of any piece of the decomposition being empty creates two “major” cases
(e.g., a translation pair exists, or a translation pair does not exist) that are separate at
the top level, and several “minor” cases once the first pieces of the decomposition are
fixed. Aside from the complexity of implementing and verfiying all of the various cases,
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this approach was conceptually straightforward.
However, when I began using this test as a subroutine in the identification of k-isohedral
tilings by checking many different patches of tiles for isohedral tiling it became apparent
that it was becoming a bottleneck. The immediate observation was that the lowest-level
primitives, such as “is this substring a palindrome” or “are there a pair of glide reflected
segments extending from these two positions” could be called repeatedly on the same
positions in the input, duplicating huge amounts of work. This situation lends itself
naturally to a dynamic programming approach.
As there are only a linear number of possible maximal palindrome substrings (n
odd palindrome centers and n even palindrome centers), a quadratic number of possible
translational or glide reflected pairs, and a linear number of rotated pairs (since they
must share a common endpoint), it is possible with a relatively modest amount of work
to build a library of every piece that might participate in any decomposition, indexed by
their various starting points. Although some entries in the library might never be used,
doing this work up front reduces the later top-down steps to a series of array lookups and
eliminates the duplicated effort completely. The top-down search for a decomposition
by each criterion is conceptually the same as before, but now it consists of iterating
through the library or querying for pieces with specific starting points instead of actually
inspecting the string.
A further optimization (albeit a minor one, as the expected case is for most input
to fail the test) is to arrange the criteria so that parts of the library will not be built
until criteria that do not require those parts have already been checked. The order is as
follows:
build library of translation pairs
test Criterion 4
build library of palindromes
test Criterion 1
build library of rotated segments, as appropriate for the current boundary language
test Criteria 7, 8, 9
build library of glide reflected segments
test Criteria 2, 3, 5, 6
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Empirically, this revised approach sped up the isohedral test by a factor of about
three.
5.2 Anisohedral and Non-tiling
5.2.1 Basic Approach
Having eliminated the possibility that a given shape tiles isohedrally, we are left with
the task of either proving that it does not tile, or determining that it is k-anisohedral for
some k ≥ 2, or reporting that the shape exceeds the limits of implementation’s ability
to determine tiling status. My implementation finds the size of the minimal isohedral
repeating unit as defined in Section 2.1.1 instead of the actual isohedral number. For
brevity of explanation, I will write as though I were properly testing shapes for their
isohedral number, with the understanding that a few unbalanced shapes will be reported
incorrectly.
A systematic proof technique to prove non-tiling is to start with a single tile and
explore all the ways in which it can be surrounded by copies of itself. If it cannot be
surrounded, then it does not tile the plane. If it can be surrounded in one or more ways,
then take each such surround and explore all the ways in which it can be surrounded by
another layer of copies of the original tile. If no such second-layer surrounds exist, then
the tile does not tile the plane. This can be repeated indefinitely, to the limits of the time
and space available to the program. The maximum number of surrounds is related to
but not the same as the Heesch number, since I consider a shape to be surrounded once
every edge is covered, while the definition of corona used in Heesch numbers requires that
vertices also be covered.
Any shape that does not tile the plane must eventually be unable to continue adding
surrounds, or we could invoke the Extension Theorem [11, Theorem 3.8.1], which states
that if a set of tiles can cover arbitrarily large circular discs then it tiles the plane. Since
the highest known Heesch number is currently 5, it is unlikely that this process will
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continue into dozens of surround layers for a non-tiler. Of course, a shape that tiles
the plane can continue this process forever. Therefore, we need to be simultaneously
working on a proof of anisohedral tiling, which is simply exploring progressively larger
patches of tiles until we find a patch that is itself an isohedral tiler. Fortunately, these two
procedures work hand-in-hand: if the shape admits an anisohedral tiling some series of
surrounds will eventually include any patch of that tiling as a subset, at least one of which
will be an isohedral repeating unit. So by exploring surrounds we are also generating all
patches of tiles that need to be tested. Recall that a “patch” is the union of a finite
collection of tiles assembled without gaps or overlap. Of course, surrounds grow by an
entire layer of tiles and we want to test progressively larger patches in increments of one
tile, so surrounds must be disassembled into various subsets of their component parts for
testing. Since we explore all possible surrounds we can be assured that if an isohedral
repeating unit exists, the single tile at the center of the surrounds is in the middle of
the patch. That is, in the worst case we need only floor(k/2) surrounds to explore all
patches of size k.
To summarize, the initial concept of the non-tiling and anisohedral test is as fol-
lows:
generate all 1-surrounds
if no 1-surrounds exist then
return Heesch number 0
end if
use 1-surrounds to test all patches of 2 tiles for isohedral tiling
if isohedral patch found then
return 2-anisohedral
end if
use 1-surrounds to test all patches of 3 tiles for isohedral tiling
if isohedral patch found then
return 3-anisohedral
end if
extend 1-surrounds to generate all 2-surrounds
if no 2-surrounds exist then
return can’t be surrounded 2 times
end if
use 2-surrounds to test all patches of 4 tiles for isohedral tiling
if isohedral patch found then
return 4-anisohedral
end if
use 2-surrounds to test all patches of 5 tiles for isohedral tiling
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if isohedral patch found then
return 5-anisohedral
end if
extend 2-surrounds to generate all 3-surrounds
if no 3-surrounds exist then
return can’t be surrounded 3 times
end if
etc.
If the shape is aperiodic, this algorithm will run forever as the shape can be surrounded
infinitely many times but no patch of tiles will ever be isohedral. In practice, this simply
means that once built-in limits are reached, the implementation will stop and report the
shape for further examination by hand.
Although this approach is correct for all non-tilers and anisohedral tilers, it suffers
from fatal efficiency problems in practice. It can be optimized to some extent by noting
that empirically there are few shapes with isohedral numbers above 3 but enormously
many non-tilers. Therefore it is better to build 2, 3, and even 4-surrounds before starting
to test patches of size 4 and above, on the assumption that non-tiling is vastly more prob-
able than tiling. However, the central problem is that some shapes admit a combinatorial
explosion of surrounds—so many that even building 2-surrounds can be impractical. Per-
haps the most startling example is a 6-hex (Figure 5.1), which admits nearly 1.5 million
distinct 1-surrounds. The combinatorial explosion is made possible by the fact that the
shape can be placed with either end of the “hook” touching almost any spot on the
boundary in either of two reflected aspects, and it only takes 10 locations with 4 options
each that don’t interfere with the other locations to reach 220. It can be surrounded
at least twice, and the evidence using later optimizations shows that it is in fact non-
tiling, but this approach is unable to determine the maximum number of surrounds in
any reasonable amount of time.
Before going into the optimizations that escape this situation, and other issues that
arise along the way, I will present some implementation details of this basic approach.
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Figure 5.1: 6-hex problem case.
5.2.2 Boundary Merge Implementation
The main primitive operation in building surrounds is taking two boundary words with a
specified edge in each, and either returning the boundary of the shape produced by placing
the shapes beside each other with a position and orientation that aligns the specified pair
of edges, or reporting that the operation would cause an overlap or an internal hole.
Algorithm 3 merge( boundary1, offset1, boundary2, offset2 )
compute the rotation that aligns the specified edges, apply it to one of the boundary
words
extend the match in both directions along the boundary to encompass edges that
coincide with each other
check that the next step past the coincident boundary edges does not step into the
interior of the other shape
removing the coincident pieces, splice together the two boundary words
check that the result is a simple polygon
return resulting boundary word
The simple polygon check will detect any internal holes or overlaps in the resulting
boundary word. For the polyform case, this can be done quickly by clearing a quadratic-
size bitmap (which can be performed quickly on modern hardware) and performing a
linear walk following each step of the boundary word and marking locations visited on
the lattice. Any non-simple polyform boundary must re-visit some lattice cell. For
the polysnake case, I take advantage of the observation that the new boundary word is
the concatenation of pieces of two boundary words that were each known to be simple
polygons. Therefore, any part of the result that intersects itself must be an intersection
between a vertex or edge from one input word and a vertex or edge from the other input
word. This greatly limits number of pairs that must be considered in a naive quadratic-
time simple polygon test, speeding it up to the point where I chose to forgo the overhead
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of the data structures for a proper O(n log n) time simple polygon test.
5.2.3 2-tile Patch Construction
The first step in building surrounds is to compile a list of all valid ways a second tile can
be placed touching a first fixed-orientation tile. Since any boundary offset in the second
tile can potentially be paired with any boundary offset in the first tile in either an original
or reflected aspect, this information can be stored in two matrices. The second matrix,
which tracks placements of the reflected aspect of the tile, can be omitted if the tile has
a symmetry of reflection.
However, simply trying each possible pairing and storing the result in the correspond-
ing matrix entry has a fair amount of duplication of effort. If a particular pairing causes
five pairs of edges to coincide at the meeting point, there will be five matrix entries that
represent exactly the same resulting shape. So instead, I store a linked list of all 2-patches
that represent the alignment of distinct pairs of boundary substrings, and allow multiple
matrix entries to reference the same patch. The concept is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
The process of building all 2-patches is to find a matrix entry that has not been
checked, run the merge subroutine, and update the matrix entry and potentially some
neighbours with the result. If there is an edge on the fixed first tile that cannot be paired
with any second tile edge in any orientation (for example, the interior of the concavity in
Figure 2.20), then we know immediately that no surrounds will be found.
5.2.4 Surround Depth-First Search Implementation
With the library of 2-patches in hand, we can build all possible first-layer surrounds of a
fixed starting tile. The basic approach is a depth-first search starting from all 2-patches
that cover an arbitrarily chosen starting point on the first tile, progressively trying each
option to cover the next remaining uncovered edge of the first tile going clockwise around
the boundary. Each added tile is attached to the growing patch with the merge operation,




Figure 5.2: 2-patch data structures.
placed that finishes covering the edges of the first tile, the completed surround is copied
to a list of surrounds for later use.
This process is generalized to be recursive, with the fixed first tile shape replaced by
the outer boundary of a k-layer surround to be extended by another layer of tiles into a
k + 1-layer surround.
5.2.5 Optimizations
I am indebted to Joseph Myers for some of the optimizations that avoid the exponential
explosion of surrounds.
The first heuristic to apply is that many tiles cannot be surrounded even once, because
some region of the boundary prevents it. The process of building 2-patches will catch
edges that cannot be covered at all, but another case that appears to be common is where
every individual edge can be covered but only by placing a second tile in ways that will
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prevent some neighbouring edge from ever being covered. To catch the vast majority
of instances of this case, I build a list for every 2-patch p of the 2-patches that can be
merged with p to cover the next edge clockwise along the base tile, called successors.
Then any 2-patch that has no successors cannot participate in a surround, so it can be
marked as invalid. Likewise, any 2-patch that has no predecessor (checked by a reverse
lookup through lists of successors) is marked invalid. This process can be iterated as long
as patches are being marked invalid, as a newly invalid patch might be the last available
successor for another patch.
The next observation is that even after the first heuristic, some 2-patches participate
in many different surrounds and some participate in none. It is useful to identify the latter
kind before generating the exhaustively complete list of surrounds, to avoid considering
such “dead end” 2-patches. To this end, I run the depth-first search starting from any
valid 2-patch not known to be part of a surround and stop when one surround is found.
Every 2-patch that participates in that surround is flagged as participating in a surround.
If no surround is found, the starting 2-patch is marked as invalid to remove it from future
consideration.
At this point, my algorithm has produced a powerful piece of data: a list of the
relative positions in which any two adjacent tiles in any tiling cannot be placed, because
that relative configuration does not occur in any 1-surround. This list can be leveraged
when building surrounds to do more than just limit the possible ways the base tile can
relate to tiles in the 1-surround: it can be used to detect if any two touching tiles in the
1-surround are in a configuration that will not be extended, and therefore represent a
dead end. To implement this optimization, I keep an atlas for every patch of what edge
of the underlying tile each edge on the boundary corresponds to, and whether it comes
from a direct or reflected aspect of the tile. When performing a merge operation, every
pair of edges being matched in the merged portion of the boundaries have their atlas
entries looked up in the list of valid relative configurations. If the lookup shows that the
configuration does not occur in any 1-surround, then the merge fails, avoiding the dead
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end.
With these optimizations in place, I go ahead and build all of the 1-surrounds that
pass the various tests. When extending 1-surrounds into 2-surrounds, all of the previous
optimizations can be generalized and re-applied. As a further extension, I keep a reference
count for each 2-patch of the number of 1-surrounds in which it participates. If a 1-
surround cannot be extended into a 2-surround, I decrement the reference counts of the
2-patches that make up the 1-surround. If a reference count hits zero, it represents a
proof that the 2-patch cannot be extended all the way into a 2-surround and should
therefore be discarded from consideration. Whenever a patch is discarded in this way, I
throw out all existing surrounds and restart from the calculation of successors. This is a
risky step, as it is based on the assumption that eliminating a 2-patch that survived so
long will have a significant impact on the surrounds that have already been built. So far,
this assumption has proved to work reasonably well in practice.
In particular, the problematic 6-hex mentioned above in Figure 5.1 is very quickly
identified as a non-tiler. Part of the inner side of the “hook” can only be covered in a
relatively small number of ways, which in turn constrain how the ends of the hook can
be covered, which in turn eliminate most of the combinatorial explosion of possibilities
for covering the outer side of the hook.
At this point, the process of optimizing the surround-building code is simply to find
a shape that takes a long time to test, investigate where the exponential explosion of
possible surrounds happens, and identify an optimization that correctly determines the
outcome without exploring all of the possibilities. As my implementation is still much




The completed implementation consists of about 3500 lines of C code. During devel-
opment and testing, any discrepancies with Joseph Myers’ results [21] were carefully
investigated and in every case the previous work was found to be correct.
Because I count free polyforms by a canonicity check that only considers the outer
boundary and not any internal holes, my count of free polyforms with holes will be
incorrect in some cases. Since I am concerned only with the tiling properties of polyforms
without holes, this does not alter the main results.
The unbalanced 8-hex (see Section 2.1.1) is listed here as 3-anisohedral due to the
limitations of the test for a minimal isohedral repeating unit. It is actually 2-anisohedral.
The following tables summarize the results of my program’s output, organized for
consistency with the presentation of Myers’ results. The table columns are as follows:
Area/Perimeter is the area for polyforms, or the perimeter for polysnakes.
Free is the number of free shapes of each size (defined in Section 2.2).
Holes is the number of free shapes that have holes, and so do not tile the plane.
Trans is the number of free shapes that tile the plane by translation (Criterion 4).
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Conway is the number of free shapes that do not tile by translation but do tile by the
Conway Criterion (Criterion 1).
Iso is the number of free shapes that do not tile by translation or the Conway Criterion
but do tile by another isohedral criterion.
Aniso is the number of free shapes that are k-anisohedral for some k ≥ 2. The details
for each isohedral number are in a separate table below.
Non-tiling is the number of free shapes successfully identified as non-tiling.
Unknown counts shapes that could not be successfully handled by my implementation.
Time gives the elapsed wall clock time for computing the results in the row, in hour :
minutes : seconds format.
The primary result of interest for polyominoes, polyhexes, and polyiamonds is simply
that my results agree with Joseph Myers’ results, except for the unbalanced 8-hex and
the meaning of the count of free polyforms as previously mentioned. This provides an
independent confirmation of some existing results. The time taken to compute each row
in the table is somewhat variable, as my program is still subject to certain “problem
cases” that my existing optimizations do not resolve.
The results for polysnakes are new results. From an enumeration perspective, it is
notable that there are no odd-length 4-snakes. This is not unexpected. Considering a
4-snake as a walk from the origin, every step changes the current x and y coordinate by




2/2 and 1 are incommensurate, returning to
the origin requires that changes of 1 be paired with changes of −1, and changes of
√
2/2
with changes of −
√
2/2. Since 5-snakes can describe a pentagon, they have an immediate
building block to create odd-length perimeters.
A similar observation can be applied to the zeroes for odd-length 5-snakes tiling by
translation. The test for tiling by translation factors the boundary word into pairs of
segments that are each others’ negations, which is not possible for odd-length words. I
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do not have a similar explanation for why no odd-length 5-snakes tile by the Conway
Criterion. The fraction of non-tiling shapes among polysnakes appears to be roughly
the same as that of polyforms. One 5-snake still remains in the “unknown” column, as
it admits a combinatorial explosion of possible surrounds that my program is unable to
avoid exploring.
Given the speculation that the relationship between 5-snakes and the Penrose rhombs
suggests that 5-snakes might have interesting properties, it is a surprise that the only
anisohedral 5-snakes found were 2-anisohedral, while 4-snakes quickly produced 3- and
4-anisohedral examples. The two 4-anisohedral 4-snakes are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
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Table 6.1: Tiling results for polyominoes.
Area Free Holes Trans Conway Iso Aniso Non-tiling Unknown Time
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
3 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
4 5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
5 12 0 9 3 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
6 35 0 24 11 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
7 108 1 41 60 3 0 3 0 < 00:00:01
8 369 6 121 199 22 1 20 0 < 00:00:01
9 1285 37 213 748 80 9 198 0 00:00:22
10 4655 195 522 2181 323 44 1390 0 00:00:11
11 17074 980 783 5391 338 108 9474 0 00:01:26
12 63600 4663 2712 17193 3322 222 35488 0 00:03:29
13 238604 21487 3179 31881 3178 431 178448 0 00:18:17
Table 6.2: Isohedral numbers for polyominoes.
Area 2-aniso 3-aniso 4-aniso 5-aniso 6-aniso
8 1 0 0 0 0
9 8 0 1 0 0
10 41 3 0 0 0
11 89 18 1 0 0
12 214 6 2 0 0
13 406 24 0 1 0
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Table 6.3: Tiling results for polyhexes.
Area Free Holes Trans Conway Iso Aniso Non-tiling Unknown Time
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
3 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
4 7 0 6 1 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
5 22 1 12 9 1 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
6 82 1 36 39 1 1 4 0 00:00:06
7 333 2 60 197 33 4 37 0 00:03:47
8 1448 13 209 721 88 36 381 0 00:02:56
9 6573 68 387 2717 611 71 2717 2 00:16:21
Table 6.4: Isohedral numbers for polyhexes.
Area 2-aniso 3-aniso 4-aniso 5-aniso 6-aniso
6 1 0 0 0 0
7 3 1 0 0 0
8 26 8 2 0 0
9 66 4 1 0 0
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Table 6.5: Tiling results for polyiamonds.
Area Free Holes Trans Conway Iso Aniso Non-tiling Unknown Time
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
4 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
5 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
6 12 0 8 4 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
7 24 0 0 21 2 0 1 0 < 00:00:01
8 66 0 24 32 10 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
9 160 1 0 111 22 6 20 0 00:00:02
10 448 4 62 200 54 25 103 0 00:00:04
Table 6.6: Isohedral numbers for polyiamonds.
Area 2-aniso 3-aniso 4-aniso 5-aniso 6-aniso
9 5 0 1 0 0
10 23 1 1 0 0
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Table 6.7: Tiling results for 4-snakes.
Perimeter Free Trans Conway Iso Aniso Non-tiling Unknown Time
4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
8 59 38 7 4 0 10 0 00:01:54
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
10 695 227 119 103 1 245 0 00:03:34
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00:00:02
12 12198 1563 1488 994 49 8104 0 00:08:40
Table 6.8: Isohedral numbers for 4-snakes.
Perimeter 2-aniso 3-aniso 4-aniso 5-aniso 6-aniso
10 1 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0
12 46 1 2 0 0
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Table 6.9: Tiling results for 5-snakes.
Perimeter Free Trans Conway Iso Aniso Non-tiling Unknown Time
4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
5 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 < 00:00:01
6 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 < 00:00:01
7 15 0 0 9 0 5 1 00:00:01
8 124 73 13 12 0 26 0 00:00:20
9 352 0 0 64 10 278 0 00:04:29
10 2393 586 267 296 4 1240 0 00:03:07
11 9948 0 0 701 15 9232 0 01:06:24
Table 6.10: Isohedral numbers for 5-snakes.
Perimeter 2-aniso 3-aniso 4-aniso 5-aniso 6-aniso
9 10 0 0 0 0
10 4 0 0 0 0
11 15 0 0 0 0
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Figure 6.1: The 4-anisohedral 4-snake represented by 013124725065, shown in a 4-
isohedral tiling with transitivity classes indicated by shading.
Figure 6.2: The 4-anisohedral 4-snake represented by 010346347572, shown in a 4-
isohedral tiling with transitivity classes indicated by shading.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
My research has accomplished the following objectives:
• Demonstrated that a purely boundary-based approach can be implemented to de-
termine isohedral numbers or prove non-tiling.
• Identified and corrected deficiencies in Heesch’s isohedral tiling criteria.
• Independently confirmed Myers’ previous experimental results up to 13-ominoes,
9-hexes, and 10-iamonds.
• Extended the search for shapes with interesting tiling properties to a new, previously
unexplored class of shapes.
• Discovered two new 4-anisohedral shapes.
Since the time required to run the tests on a class of shapes scales exponentially with
the growth of the perimeter or area parameter, there is always the option of extending
the results further by dividing the work among more processors or simply waiting longer.
For polysnakes, there is also the possibility of investigating 6-snakes, 7-snakes, etc. There
is no evidence to suggest in advance that those new classes of shapes will or will not be
interesting.
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A different future direction arising from my implementation of the 9 isohedral tiling
criteria is to ask whether there is a set of necessary and sufficient boundary criteria for
2-anisohedral tiling, and then 3-anisohedral tiling, and so on. Since the boundary of a
shape encodes all of the information that determines its tiling properties, in principle such
criteria should exist. If the explicit description of such criteria is possible (and practical),
the process of generalizing them to k-anisohedral shapes for progressively larger k could
finally settle the question of whether there is a bound on isohedral numbers.
The surround-building framework also provides a base that could be leveraged to
investigate Heesch numbers. Since the most recent progress in finding shapes with high
Heesch number was also made through a computer search, there is an opportunity to
apply different approaches and new optimizations to continue that search.
With the ever-increasing complexity of the shapes and tilings being investigated, an
experimental approach to tiling theory provides a useful supply of data and examples to
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